CHANGE LEADERSHIP BY

KATE BAIDEN
How Graeae is
leading change in
the arts

Graeae, established nearly 40 years ago, and the world’s
first Deaf-led and disabled-led theatre company is a
force for change in world-class theatre, breaking down
barriers, challenging preconceptions and boldly placing
disabled artists centre stage. Graeae champions
accessibility and provides a platform for new
generations of D/deaf and disabled talent through the
creation of trail-blazing theatre, at home in Hackney,
nationally and internationally, as well as delivering
training programmes and opportunities for aspiring and
established actors, directors and writers.
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How Kate is leading change /
Graeae is an organisation of advocates, protestors, artists and allies constantly pushing for wider and better
representation in the industry that they love.

“Working your way up through an organisation from an
Admin Assistant to General Manager, and influencing
change from that position can be difficult,” says Kate.
“Learning to shake off the imposter syndrome and not to let
it interfere with the work you are doing has been an
important learning curve.
“I’ve had amazing mentors at Graeae, and I have been able
to develop my skills by becoming more active in influencing
the way the company is run, and leading the work we do.
“I have learnt to become far more assertive but also
more flexible in my approach to leadership and creating
change; even if you plan for days there are always going
to be things that will surprise you - and that’s okay.

“The people I work with are striving towards
the same goal and already have the drive to
be constantly doing better, so my
inspirational role is manifested as an
enabler – to create the time and resources
to enable our artists to change hearts and
minds through their amazing work.
“Communication is the most important part
of my job: I listen to our artists’ and
stakeholders’ opinions, making sure they
feel valued. I am here as a general manager
to make things happen for those artists - it’s
about them.
“My colleagues and I spend all of our
time trying to influence change within
the arts and society. Society is harder of
course… but I am convinced that creating
provocative, thoughtful and beautiful
art is the one of the most important ways
of inspiring anyone!”

I have learned to become more assertive
but also more flexible in my approach to
creating change]
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How Graeae is leading change in the arts
/
Championing accessibility and providing a platform for new generations of artists, Graeae leads the way in
pioneering, trail-blazing theatre.

Its signature characteristic is the compelling
creative integration of sign language, captioning
and audio description, which engages brilliantly
with both disabled and non-disabled audiences.
Graeae’s patrons include high profile artists,
directors and actors, including Sir Peter Blake, Jenny
Agutter, Richard Wilson OBE, Sadie Frost, and Dame
Harriet Walter.
It is a recognised authority in accessible aesthetics,
creating, supporting and advising on the
development of accessible environments for all
theatre lovers, everywhere.

“Access is at the heart of everything we do,” says
Kate.
“Graeae consistently breaks down barriers to put
d/Deaf and disabled artists centre stage - it
buzzes with ideas that will continue to lead and
influence wider sector change in the future
nationally and internationally.
“Graeae needs to keep doing that because there is
clearly still much work to be done to improve
visibility and representation of d/Deaf and disabled
artists.
“Ours is a creative case for change; we want to stay
relevant as a company and continue to challenge
the organisation and the sector by focusing our
creativity.”

There is clearly still much
work to be done to improve
visibility and representation]
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Graeae, and the future /
“Graeae’s successes have led it to the question what
its next milestones should be, and of its mid-term
strategy, financial resilience, and journey through
the next 40 years.
Clarity will lead the influence on mainstream
culture and an increase in opportunities for
D/deaf and disabled artists.
“We are developing an organisational model so that
Graeae can continue to be world leaders in disability
arts,” explains Kate.

Our collective challenge is
how to develop this model
without losing the heart and
artistic nature of the
company]
“Our collective challenge at Graeae is how to
develop this model without losing the heart and
artistic nature of the company.
“Change Creation has definitely helped us with this.
With such a wealth of experience in the cohort, it
has been exciting getting the opportunity to get to
know the other members of the cohort and the
challenges they are facing in their organisations
especially I may be one of its youngest members!

“To enable others to be their best I listen - to my
colleagues and to the artists: how they are, what’s on
their to-do list, what they might be struggling with,
what are their opinions on things I am working on?
“My mantra is: Be fair and kind, offer
explanations, take everyone seriously. I think that
you will always gain more respect by not
pretending that you have all the answers.”

“I am still early in my leadership journey - it’s
enlightening, frustrating, provoking, interesting,
and highly motivating.

“Kate has a deep commitment to the work she is doing and to the change she is creating - and embodies the
spirit of the enabling leader… The change she is helping to lead is bold, transformational and essential… as befits
an organisation like Graeae. And of course, Kate is just the person for the job.” Richard W atts, Change
Creation Programme Director.
Change Creation, funded by Arts Council England, works with visionary organisations to create
and embed transformational change. Designed and delivered by people make it work, Change
Creation involves and engages organisations to shape, test, challenge and realise lasting change
to increase resilience across the sector.

@cancreatechange
+44 (0)20 7836 8142
www.changecreation.org

